Further Reading

In this book we have not discussed many applications of functional analysis.
This is not because of a lack of such applications, but, conversely, because
there are so many that their inclusion would have made this text far too long.
Nevertheless, applications to other areas can provide a stimulus for the study
of further developments of functional analysis. Mathematical areas in which
functional analysis plays a major role include ordinary and partial diﬀerential
equations, integral equations, complex analysis and numerical analysis. There
are also many uses of functional analysis in more applied sciences. Most notable
perhaps is quantum theory in physics, where functional analysis provides the
very foundation of the subject.
Often, functional analysis provides a general framework and language which
allows other subjects to be developed succinctly and eﬀectively. In particular,
many applications involve a linear structure of some kind and so lead to vector
spaces and linear transformations on these spaces. When these vector spaces are
ﬁnite-dimensional, standard linear algebra often plays a crucial role, whereas
when the spaces are inﬁnite-dimensional functional analysis is likely to be called
upon. However, although we have only mentioned the linear theory, there is
more to functional analysis than this. In fact, there is an extensive theory of
non-linear functional analysis, which has many applications to inherently nonlinear ﬁelds such as ﬂuid dynamics and elasticity. Indeed, non-linear functional
analysis, together with its applications, is a major topic of current research.
Although we have not been able to touch on this, much of this theory depends
crucially on a sound knowledge of the linear functional analysis that has been
developed in this book.
There are a large number of functional analysis books available, many at a
very advanced level. For the reader who wishes to explore some of these areas
further we now mention some books which could provide a suitable starting
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point. References [8], [11], [12] and [16] discuss similar material to that in this
book, and are written at about the same level (some of these assume diﬀerent prerequisites to those of this book, for example, a knowledge of topology
or Zorn’s lemma). In addition, [8] contains several applications of functional
analysis, in particular to ordinary and partial diﬀerential equations, and to numerical analysis. It also studies several topics in non-linear functional analysis.
For a more advanced treatment of general functional analysis, a reasonably
wide-ranging text for which knowledge of the topics in this book would be a
prerequisite is [14]. An alternative is [15]. Rather more specialized and advanced
textbooks which discuss particular aspects of the theory are as follows:
• for further topics in the theory of Banach spaces see [6];
• for the theory of algebras of operators deﬁned on Hilbert spaces see [9];
• for integral equations see [10];
• for partial diﬀerential equations see [13];
• for non-linear functional analysis see [17].
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Notation Index

(· , ·) 51
|| · || 31
x + A, A + B 3
f + g, αf 5
m z 2
e z 2
z 2
A, A− 13
A1/2 201
A∗ 170
Bx (r) 13
B(X) 106
B(X, Y ) 91
C(M ) 17
C k [a, b] 236
c0 127
d(· , ·) 11
δjk 121
dim V 4

ek 5

ek 29
Fb (S, X) 38
F (S, V ) 5
G(T ) 94
Im T 7
IV 6
JX 145
Ker T 8
K(X, Y ) 206
L(V ) 6

L(V, W ) 6
L1 [a, b] 24
L1 (X) 24
L1 (X) 26
Lp (X) 27
Lp (X) 27
p 28
Mmn (F) 9
u (T ) 10
Mv
n(T ) 8
+
R, R
21
ρ(S) 216
rσ (A) 188
rσ (T ) 188
r(T ) 7
σ(A) 184
σ(T ) 184
σp (S) 216
Sp 4
Sp E 46
T −1 109
T n 107
T ∗ 169
T  151
T 1/2 201
V (A) 189
V (T ) 188
X  105
X  144
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Index

Baire’s category theorem 16
ball
– closed 13
– open 13
– unit 13
Banach space 48
Banach’s isomorphism theorem 115
basis
– ﬁnite 4
– orthonormal 61
Bessel’s inequality 74
bijective transformation 8
Bolzano–Weierstrass theorem 17
Borel measure 23
boundary conditions 250
boundary value problem 250
bounded
– function 17
– linear operator 91
– linear transformation 91
– set 13

closed
– ball 13
– linear span 46
– set 13
closed graph theorem 115
closure 13
closure point 13
codomain 2
compact linear operator 205
compact metric space 16
compact set 16
complementary subspaces 155
complete orthonormal sequence 78
complete space 16
complex rationals 79
complex vector space 3
components 5, 61
composition of functions 3
conjugate linear 56
continuous function 15
continuous linear transformation 87
convergent
– sequence 12
– series 49
convex set 68
countable set 19
countably additive 22
countably inﬁnite set 19
counting measure 22, 24, 28

Cartesian product of vector spaces
Cauchy sequence 12
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality 57
characteristic function 23
characteristic value 241

degenerate kernel 244
dense set 13
diﬀerential equations 247
dimension 4
domain 2

adjoint
– of a matrix 170
– of an operator 169
algebra 7
almost everywhere 22
annihilator 148
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dual
– operator 151
– second 144
– space 105
eigenfunction 253
eigenspace 8
eigenvalue 8, 253
eigenvector 8
equivalence class in Lp (X)
equivalent norm 39
essential inﬁmum 26
essential supremum 26
essentially bounded 26
extension 128

26, 27

ﬁnite rank transformation 8
ﬁnite-dimensional space 4
Fourier coeﬃcients 79
Fourier series 84
– cosine 84
– sine 84
Fredholm alternative 222
Gram–Schmidt algorithm 62
graph of linear transformation
Green’s function 253, 255
Green’s operator 253

– Riemann 20
integral equation
– Fredholm, ﬁrst kind 237
– Fredholm, second kind 237
– Volterra, ﬁrst kind 245
– Volterra, second kind 245
integral operator
– Fredholm 237
– Volterra 245
invariant subspace 226
inverse of linear operator 109
invertible linear operator 109
isometric isomorphism 102
isometrically isomorphic spaces
isometry 100
isomorphic spaces 109
isomorphism 109
kernel 8, 237
Kronecker delta

94

Hahn–Banach theorem
– general 131
– normed 133
– real 130
Hermitian kernel 240
Hilbert space 63
Hilbert–Schmidt operator 212
Hölder’s inequality 27, 29
homogeneous equation 221
hyperplane 142
identity transformation 6
image 7
imaginary part of an operator 181
induced inner product 57
induced metric 11
inﬁnite-dimensional space 4
inhomogeneous equation 221
initial conditions 248
initial value problem 248
inner product 51, 53
inner product space 53
integrable function 24
integral 24
– Lebesgue 23, 24

102

121

Lebesgue
– integrable 25
– integral 23, 24
– measurable 23
– measure 23
Legendre polynomials 85
length of interval 21
linear
– combination 4
– functionals 105
– operator 91
– subspace 3
– transformation 6
linearly dependent set 4
linearly independent set 4
Liouville transform 261
matrix of linear transformation 9
measurable
– function 23
– set 22
measure 22
– space 22
– zero 22
metric 11
metric associated with norm 36
metric space 11
Minkowski functional 139
Minkowski’s inequality 27, 28
multiplicity 8
Neumann series 111
nilpotent operator 246
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norm 31
– of a matrix 98
– of an operator 98
normal matrix 176
normal operator 176
normed space 32
normed vector space 32
null set 22
null-space 8
nullity 8
numerical range
– of a matrix 189
– of an operator 188

reﬂexive space 146
relatively compact set 16
resolvent set 216
Riesz’ lemma 47
Riesz–Fréchet theorem 123
ring 7

one-to-one transformation 8
onto transformation 8
open ball 13
open mapping theorem 113
open set 13
operator 91
orthogonal
– complement 65
– decomposition 70
– polynomials 85
– projection 194
– vectors 60
orthonormal
– basis 61, 78
– sequence 72
– set 61
parallelogram rule 58
Parseval’s relation 81
Parseval’s theorem 78
partial order 137
partially ordered set 137
point spectrum 216
pointwise convergence 18
polar decomposition
– of a matrix 203
– of an operator 203
polarization identity 58
positive matrix 192
positive operator 192
product of linear operators 106
projection 155, 194
projection along a subspace 157
quasi-nilpotent operator
range 7
rank 7
real part of an operator
real vector space 3
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181

scalar 3
scalar multiplication 3
self-adjoint matrix 179
self-adjoint operator 179
seminorm 129
separable space 19
separation theorem 140
sequence 12
σ-algebra 21
σ-ﬁeld 21
simple function 23
singular value 233
singular value decomposition 233
span 4
spectral radius
– of a matrix 188
– of an operator 188
spectrum
– of a matrix 184
– of an operator 184
square root
– of a matrix 199
– of an operator 199
standard basis
– for 2 79
– for Rk 5
standard inner product
– on Ck 53
– on 2 55
– on Rk 52
– on L2 (X) 54
standard metric
– on p 28
– on Fk 11
– on Lp (X) 28
standard norm
– on Fn 32
– on p 35
– on ∞ 35
– on CF (M ) 33
– on Lp (X) 34
– on L∞ (X) 34
Stone–Weierstrass theorem 19
Sturm–Liouville problem 255
sublinear functional 128
subsequence 12
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subspace test 4
symmetric kernel
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240

topological complement 155
total order 137
totally ordered set 137
triangle inequality 11, 32
uniform boundedness principle 118
uniform convergence 18
uniform metric 18
uniformly continuous function 15
unilateral shift 101
unit ball 13

unit vector 32
unitary matrix 181
unitary operator 181
vector 3
– addition 3
– space 3
weak convergence 162
weak-∗ convergence 162
well-posed equation 223
Zorn’s Lemma
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